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Genbukan Unryu Dojo USA, its dojocho and property owner, Mark Toth, and assistant instructors
(hereafter, “DOJO”), strongly recommend that you consult with a physician before beginning any exercise
program. You should be in good physical condition to engage in any type of strenuous physical activity.
In addition, there is increased risk with martial arts activities, which may include dangerous techniques
and tools. For example, unarmed techniques may include punches, blocks, and kicks and armed
techniques may include strikes, thrusts, and cuts with a sharp tool. Engaging in martial arts training
exposes participants to the risk of physical injury. In addition, the risk of injury may be even greater when
the participant is inexperienced.
Therefore, if I choose to engage in martial arts classes, I affirm that:
1. I do so at my own risk, voluntarily participating in training, and assume all risk of injury to myself
and take full responsibility for my own health, life, and well-being. I agree to release the DOJO
from any and all claims or causes of action, known or unknown, arising from this martial arts
activity.
2. The instruction I receive is intended for my private use in individual (solo) training. If I attempt
to use the teachings in a real self-defense situation, I take full responsibility for all
consequences, intended or unintended.
3. The techniques taught to me remain the intellectual property of the Genbukan organization and
Soke Tanemura, the current Genbukan kancho (organization president). I do not have
permission to disseminate them to anyone, even members of my own family or friends.
4. I will not make any recordings of classes though, as a member, I have tacit approval to take
notes for my own personal use.
5. The DOJO reserves the right to refuse anyone entry to a class or cancel a class for any reason, or
during a class, expel (eject from premises) any person for any reason.
6. I have read and voluntarily sign this agreement. I have had the opportunity to discuss any
question or concern with a DOJO representative and receive a satisfactory answer before
signing. If I cannot agree to these terms and conditions (and, therefore, do not sign this
document), I am prohibited from attending and participating in any DOJO activity.
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